
I’m a bearded Canadian living in Milwaukee, WI. I read 
about science revelations, connect with history 
through personal accounts, and hungrily harvest 
useless facts. I‘ve been working as a designer for the 
past 10 years, and am experienced in branding, UX, 
front-end development and print. I’m going to take up 
a stronger creative role in creating brands.

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

Around 41,000 years ago, paintings of animals and 
abstract shapes began showing up in the caves of 
Indonesia and Spain. These symbols were the 
earliest form of graphic communication. The cave 
painters and modern designers struggle with the 
same question, what does an idea look like? 

My responsibility as a Designer is to improve our 
relationship with information, by making ideas and 
emotions accessable through engaging 
experiences. I’m looking for projects that leverage 
emerging technology and trends to create 
authentic and e�ective experiences. I take a  
human-centered approach to branding and 
marketing. My goal is to spark curiosity and 
excitement within people, one brand at a time.
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WHAT I LOVE DOING

- Brand Identity
- User Experience Design
- Web Design
- Front End Development
- Print Design and Production
- Illustration
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          Zach is a breath of fresh air! Even 
on the most mundane projects he 
brought unexpected creativity and life to 
otherwise uninspiring subject matter. 
It’s incredibly fun to work with him and 
watch him dive enthusiastically into 
projects. He’ll make you laugh. He’ll 
make you think. He’ll make your 
company better every single day.

– Rebecca Beach
Marketing Director
John M. Ellsworth Company        

          He gave our company a distinct 
advantage in the market by re-creating 
our branding from ground up to better 
match our product and company vision.

– Nick Kehoe
Chief Operating O�cer
Competitive Edge Software, Inc.

          Zach was able to take our ideas 
with little direction and transform them 
into professional and creative designs. 
His personality is easy going, and he 
enjoys being part of the team.

– Dawn Jones
Global Proposal Director
BluJay Solutions

zachjohnsondesign.com

zachjohnsondesign@gmail.com

414.248.5456
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